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Limiting diode failures 
 

 

 
Summary :  Optical pump diode failure is by far the highest  probability cause for laser failure. In 
a majority of cases, it is triggered by uncontrolle d 12V DC power supply interruption.  
 
Teem Photonics has developed a set of solutions to bring higher diode protection with respect 
to power fluctuations. It includes 2 options : 

- New generation controllers (v1) 
- An add-on to preceding generation (v0r1) for custom ers using module (MR0r1) or board 

(BR0r1) type controllers, and cannot swap to new co ntrollers 
 
These 2 technical solutions were benchmarked with r espect to preceding configuration, in the 
case of repeated abrupt 12V power supply interrupti on : 
 

- v0r1 controller alone :  28% of diode failures.  
- v0r1 controller + add-on :  0% of diode failures.  
- vR1 controller :   0% of diode failures  

 
However, the add-on doesn’t totally suppress the ro ot cause of diode failure as the v1 
controller do. The swapping to new v1 controller ha s therefore to be favored every time it is 
possible.  

 

Optical pump diode failure is by far the highest probability cause for laser failure. In a 

majority of cases, it is triggered by uncontrolled 12V DC power supply interruption..  

Teem Photonics has developed a set of solutions to bring higher diode protection with respect 

to power fluctuations. It includes 2 options : 

- New generation controllers (v1) 

- An add-on to preceding generation (v0r1) for customers using module (MR0r1) or 

board (BR0r1) type controllers, and cannot swap to new controllers 

New generation v1 controllers 
The new generation (v1) controllers exhibit an integrated fast linear current converter, that 

isolates very early the energy storage from diode. Hence, the diode protection with respect to 

power interruption is built-in and operates in real-time. 

Other differences between v0r1 and v1 laser controllers are described thoroughly in another 

Technical Note : “v1 vs v0r1 controllers”. 

 

Add-on to v0r1 controllers 
In the v0r1 generation, the input voltage control and safety functionality are driven by the 

microprocessor program, with a 25ms period. The voltage drop in case of sudden interruption 

happens in less than 12ms. If the DC power level test happens too late during the voltage 

drop, a current peak is sent to the diode. This is what happens in the majority of cases.  

The add-on to v0r1 controller is a capacitive filter that has to be plugged between the 

controller and its power supply : it is thus designed for module (MR0r1) and board (BR0r1) 

controller types. It helps slowing down the voltage drop at the controller input, which 

increases by a factor of ≈10 the probability for a safe interruption by the microprocessor 

program.  
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Fig.1 below shows both DC input voltage (upper trace) and diode current evolutions in the 

case of repeated abrupt interruption of the 12V with the standard configuration. A 

mechanical switch is used to provoke these stops on demand. The oscilloscope is in infinite 

persistence mode, and shows all the past signals in greyish while the last one appears black. 

The voltage slope is high (10ms from top to bottom) and the current peak probability is 

high (>90% of the cases) 
 

 
Figure 1: standard configuration 

 

Fig.2 shows the same signals while using the standard configuration + 12V capacitive filter 

add-on. The voltage drop time constant is two times longer. As a consequence, on more than 

100 sudden 12V interruptions, the current peak appeared with a ≈10% probability only. 

 

 
Figure 2: standard configuration + add-on capacitive filter 
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Experimental demonstration 
 

To validate experimentally the impact of the proposed solutions with respect to diode failures, 

7 production lasers were tested in real operation conditions. 

Each laser underwent 20 interruptions with each of the following configurations: 

1. MR0r1 controller alone 

2. MR0r1 controller + add-on 

3. MR1 controller 

Different representative nominal current levels were also used during the tests. 

 

The tests results are summarized in the table below : 

 

Diode # MR1 controller MR0r1 + Add-on MR0r1 

1 20 20 4 before failure 
2 20 20 20 
3 20 20 20 
4 20 20 20 
5 20 20 20 
6 20 20 6 before failure 
7 20 20 20 

 

Following this test, the probability of diode failure with respect to sudden interruption of 12V 

DC power supply is as follow : 

 

v0r1 controller alone :  28% of diode failures.  
v0r1 controller + add-on :  0% of diode failures.  
v1 controller :    0% of diode failures  

 


